INDIAN 101
BINGO
Instructions:
 The object is to get a BINGO by finding workshop participants who can affirmatively
answer questions, and write their initials in the appropriate boxes to complete a straight
line (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal). Ask participants to initial the box with the
question to which they know the answer.
 Put your name in the center square.
 A participant can initial only one box on your sheet.
1. Knows the
population of
Native
Americans in
the U.S.

6. Knows what a
stomp dance is

2. Knows what
Cahokia is

7. Knows the
Lakota word
for buffalo or
American Bison

3. Knows the
origin of the
word “caucus”

4. Can name at
least 3 foods 1st
domesticated in
the Americas

8. Has ever been
to a Potlach

9. Knows where
in the
US Constitution
Indian tribes are
mentioned

5. Knows what
Terra Preta is

10. Knows who
Tecumseh and
Popé were

11. Knows why
Andrew Jackson
is not NA’s
favorite
President

12. Knows what
tribe
participated in
the Long Walk

FREE

14. Knows how
many
reservations
there are
in Oklahoma

16. Knows how
many federally
recognized
tribes are in
the U.S.

17. Knows the
name of at least
one tribe in
Virginia

18. Knows the
% of Indian
population in
urban areas

19. Has read a
book by
Vine Deloria, Jr.

20. Knows what
tribe had the
first tribal
college

21. Knows what
tribe had the
first gaming
enterprise

22. Knows the
2nd largest
employer in the
state of
Mississippi

23. Knows
which is the
largest Indian
Tribe in U.S.

24. Knows how
many states
have Indian
names

25. Knows
which countries
did not sign the
UNDRIP

15. Knows what
a Cacique is

* Cultural Bingo was borrowed from Kirke Kickingbird (Kiowa), Institute for the Development of Indian Law (9/16)
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